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knowledge, tools, service and training to the
professionals servicing the hearing impaired. Beltone
makes quality hearing care available to more people.
To do so, we develop technically optimal hearing
solutions without ever losing focus on the individual’s
needs. It is our belief that no individual should be denied
the possibility of an improved life with better hearing.
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Extend your
hearing with
wireless
accessories

Experience true
hearing freedom

Direct TV Link 2
Enjoy streaming high-quality stereo sound from your TV,
stereo and PC directly to your hearing aids.

Beltone Direct Line™ wireless accessories make it easier
for you to engage and interact in any hearing situation and
link to the world around you. Whether you are watching
television, following a conversation at a distance or
talking on the phone, we have a wireless accessory that
can help you hear better.
Beltone Direct Line features Beltone’s own 2.4 GHz
wireless system. As well as providing you with a better
quality audio signal, this proven technology allows you
to stream stereo sound directly into your hearing aids
– without bothersome connectors around your neck.
All you need are a few handy devices and you’re right
back in the conversation, enjoying TV or talking on
the phone.

Direct Remote Control 2
Conveniently and discretely adjust your hearing aids and
control the audio volume streamed from your Direct TV
Link 2, Phone Link 2 and myPAL.
Direct Phone Link 2
Experience crystal clear phone conversations and enjoy
the freedom of basic remote control functionality.
myPAL Micro (Personal Audio Link)
Hear clearly at a distance as myPAL Micro streams
almost any sound you like directly into your hearing aids.
Great for noisy places.
myPAL Pro (Personal Audio Link)
Besides the features of the myPAL Micro, the myPAL Pro
provides you with a clever table mic functionality which
automatically enables it to pick up the voices of multiple
speakers around the unit when you place it horizontally.
Perfect for dinners with friends and family or a business
meeting.

NEW
NEW

Direct TV Link 2
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Direct Remote
Control 2

Direct Phone Link 2

myPAL Pro

myPAL Micro
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Simply extend
your hearing range
Imagine the feeling of being right next to the person you
want to hear – even though you’re over 20 meters away
– that’s the kind of hearing experience the new Beltone
myPAL (Personal Audio Link) offers. Clip it on a tour guide
in a museum, your grandchild in the car or a good friend
in a cafe – and get close to what you want to hear.
Non face-to-face communication can be a challenge for
everyone – hearing aids or not. The Beltone myPAL is a
small portable microphone you hand over to the person
you want to hear. It captures the sound clearly, even in
noisy environments, and streams it directly into your
hearing aids, bringing the conversation or entertainment
closer to you. It’s that simple.

Beltone myPal Micro
•	
Wireless

range of up to 25 m (clear line of
sight) keeps you in touch even at a distance

•	
Directional

microphone for clear, crisp

sound
•	
On-board

volume
functionality

control

and

mute

•	
Drop

detection, which mutes the sound
transmission if it’s dropped from a height
above 75 cm (29.5 inches)

•	
Visual

status indicators help you keep an
eye on current status and mode of operation

•

Battery life of 10 hours for all-day 		
confidence

Beltone myPAL Pro
All the features of myPAL Micro, plus:
•	
When

used horizontally myPAL Pro
automatically switches into a table mode
optimized for picking up the voices of
multiple speakers

•

Extended choice of connectivity options

NEW
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The ultimate TV
experience for everyone
Direct TV Link 2
Remember when you turned up the volume to hear the
TV or stereo? Now you and your family can sit together
in the room, with the TV volume at a comfortable level
for everyone and you as a fully engaged conversation
partner.
With the Beltone Direct Line TV Link 2, you can enjoy
clear sound from your TV or any other audio device – at
your own preferred volume – and still
participate in conversations around
you. It connects directly to virtually
any audio device: TVs, stereos or
computers, and delivers entertainment
directly to your hearing aids.
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•	
Streams

stereo sound from TV or any
other audio source to both hearing aids

•

Streams sound at least 7 meters with
clear line of sight

•	Reconnects

automatically if you get out of
range and come back within 5 minutes

•	
Works

with both digital and analogue
audio inputs

•	Accepts

Dolby® Digital encoded audio

inputs
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Full control
at your fingertips
Controlling the way you choose to hear has never been
easier. The intuitive Beltone Direct Line Remote Control 2
makes hearing simple. You can adjust the volume in one
or both hearing aids, change programs, or easily switch
between sound streamed from your TV, radio, myPAL or
PC. The large LCD display shows your programs, volume
and battery level at a glance.
Now you can even adjust the balance between the
sounds around you and the streaming audio to make sure
you hear everything you want.

Direct Remote Control 2
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•

Adjusts volume on one or both hearing aids

•

Changes hearing aid programs

•

Switches between streaming from your TV,
radio or laptop

•

Balances the hearing aid volume with the
volume of your streaming devices

•

Blocks out surrounding sounds with the 		
Mute function

•

Offers discreet and clear overview of your
hearing aids settings
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Clearer phone
conversations
Hear the phone ring directly in your hearing aids, even
when your phone is put away in a pocket or a handbag.
Speak hands-free, and enjoy clear conversation in both
ears. Use the mute button to eliminate background noise
when you’re talking in loud surroundings.
The Phone Link 2 also serves as a remote control to
change your environmental programs and adjust hearing
aid volume whether or not you’re on the phone. And the
Beltone SmartRemote™ app works with the Phone Link
2 to turn an iPhone® or Android™ phone into a discreet,
full-functioning remote control.*

Direct Phone Link 2
•

Strong, clear speech signal

•

Mute and Program buttons offer a
convenient way to control basic hearing
aid functionalities

•

Dual microphones and a noise reduction
feature help make speech easier to
understand

•	
Stream

high quality stereo audio from
your phone
SmartRemote App
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Phone Link 2
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